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In this article I bring together my perspective as a former hospice chaplain and now
spiritual director to help others think about the place of spirituality in the care ofthe dying.
I explore some ofthe spiritual needs of dying people and consider what supports caregivers
need to perform this sacred work. Although much work with the dying is with elders, this
article addresses the human experience of the dying process, at whatever age it may come.
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the word "spirituality" to refer to a w h o l e
dimension of human life, including needs for
meaning, connection, personal integrity, and
authenticity. Spiritual life arises—in a pleth
ora of forms—from the individual's need to

For the better part of the past ten years, I
have worked as a spiritual director. In this
role I meet with p e o p l e — e i t h e r individually
or in groups—as they explore the events and
c o n c e m s of their everyday lives, not neces

understand the workings of the world, to be
connected to the mystery of life, and to tran
scend the s e l f One descriptive definition of
spirituality is "a lived sense of the more."
B y this definition everyone has spiritual

sarily in the context of loss, seeking to rec-

needs, whether or not they choose to bring
awareness to them, and every dying process
A d a p t e d from a l e c t u r e g i v e n at t h e F o u r t h
I n t e r n a t i o n a l P a l l i a t i v e C a r e in t h e 2 1 s t C e n 
tury Conference, C o l u m b i a University, Sep
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includes a spiritual dimension. Although ev
ery experience of illness or loss reflects hu
man frailty and finitude, hospice care brings
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the confrontation with mortaUty to center
stage, making it among the most sacred of
vocations.
T H E S P I R I T U A L N E E D S OF T H E
D Y I N G AND T H E I R L O V E D ONES
Each encounter with another human being
is unique, each person's life story a world of
its o w n . Individuals bring their o w n life ex
periences, w i s d o m , and needs to each en
counter. Thus, there can never be a map of
the territory of dying: The territory is too
complex and mysterious for charting. Yet, it
is possible to offer a sketch of what one may
find when working in the presence of death.
Every stage of life has its o w n challenges
and opportunities. Babies learn to receive
nourishment, to trust, and to love. Toddlers,
if unimpeded by serious illness or depriva
tion, naturally l e a m to walk and talk. A d o 
lescents instinctively tum to explore their
o w n unique identities. S o , too, people w h o
know that death is near have characteristic
feelings and needs and a particular set of
developmental challenges to face. S o m e 
times the challenges may present possibili
ties for leaming, growth, and healing, even at
the end of life.
Care for the dying requires enormous re
spect and humility, and there are no "right"
feelings to have or appropriate tasks to face.
Nor should it be suggested that these tasks
are necessarily a professional's agenda of
things to work on in relationship with a dy
ing person. One must be alert to the tendency
of s o m e experts to think they k n o w the cor
rect w a y to approach dying. Rather, this ar
ticle suggests the following as a partial
sketch of what dying people tend to experi
ence and long for, psychosocially and spiri
tually. This is part of the mental database
that can b e consulted, then left at the door, as
the care provider enters each moment of
human encounter, open to whatever may un
fold.
Grief
Of course, most people facing death find
themselves grieving. The broad umbrella
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category of grief can encompass a w i d e
range of emotional issues: sadness about
leaving loved ones behind, pain about c o m 
ing to the end of life, regrets about the life
one has lived, fear about what death may
bring. It may also include anger about the
illness, resentments of caregivers, guilt, and
relief. In this territory, o n e need do nothing
more than listen deeply, for sharing grief
with another can often bring relief S o m e 
times there is no consolation to be found, and
caregivers must remember that their compas
sionate presence nonetheless makes a differ
ence.
Fear
People w h o face death nearly always live
with fear. S o m e are most afraid of death
itself, be it the prospect of facing the end of
life, the end of relationships, or the end of
their individuality and conscious being. For
others, the reality of death is tolerable, but
the prospect of dying alone is a source of
terror. For still others, what is most frighten
ing is the prospect of pain or the unpredict
ability of the dying process.
Caregivers almost never "succeed" in
making a person less afraid of death. The
fear may be too primal to b e soothed. Care
givers do well to concentrate on simply be
ing present in the hope that their caring may
offer comfort.
I remember a woman in her fifties whom I had
the blessing to know shortly before her death.
She was a person with a rich array of loving
relationships. This was no accident; she had a
great gift for loving, and so many friends and
family members stood by her, tending to her
needs with exquisite care. I was surprised
when I encountered her just prior to a Rosh
Hashanah service, which we both assumed
(correctly) would be her last. She fell into my
arms, in tears, crying, "Promise me that I
won't be alone when I die." I took the chance
and made a promise I was not sure I could
keep. Somehow, I felt certain that this woman
would not be alone. (Thank God, this tumed
out to be true.) Yet as surrounded as she was
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by a circle of loving people, dying alone was
her greatest fear.

Life Review
One of the things that seems to c o m e
naturally when death is approaching, at any
age, is the desire to look back over the life
one has lived. People are moved to review
the story of their lives, to savor and celebrate
the gratifying parts, and to acknowledge,
grieve, and perhaps make peace with areas of
pain. Seen from this perspective, the propen
sity of older people to tell stories is just as
basic a developmental need as the toddler's
desire to practice walking and talking. W h e n
death is near, this work b e c o m e s particularly
important, as dying people need to sum up
and affirm their time on earth, to savor the
harvest of contributions they have made, and
to identify areas still in need of repair while
there is still time.

Meaning
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gage they carry as they reflect on their lives.
Sometimes a person can make peace with an
episode of pain simply by telling the story to
a compassionate listener. Sometimes telling
and hearing o n e ' s o w n story at this a w e s o m e
time are enough to reframe it as forgivable.
W h e n the painful issue concerns a rela
tionship to another person, the path to heal
ing may lie in a conversation with this per
son. This takes great courage, and any
professional, volunteer, or family member
can be called to encourage or even facilitate
such a meeting. Such encounters can trans
form the person's sense of his or her life and
of the legacy left behind.
W h e n an encounter with the other person
is impossible (because the estranged person
is dead or unwilling to communicate), it is
still possible to write a letter, whether or not
the letter is ever sent. Even encouraging the
person to imagine what it might feel like to
communicate with his or her estranged loved
one can sometimes bring a sense of release.

Essential to this process of letting g o of
life as death approaches is the need to feel
that one's life has had meaning. In a wide
variety of ways, whether spoken or not, peo
ple need to ask the questions. What was my
life about? What did I value? What has been
meaningful to me? Have I used my time
well, leaving a legacy of which I can be
proud? To what will I be connected even
after I am gone?

Many people w h o know they are dying
find that they have unresolved issues with
God or with their community. Here, the hos
pice chaplain or congregational clergy can
play a special role for the patient, either
explicitly or subconsciously serving as the
representative of God and religious c o m m u 
nity. Sometimes, the chaplain can embody a
loving image of God and synagogue, church,
or mosque that can help the dying person
transform old resentments.

Finishing Business

Reconciliation/Forgiveness

In reflecting on their lives w h e n death is
near, many people find that there is "busi
ness" to finish, in relationship to the self
(making peace with perceived failures, dis
appointments, resentments, self-criticism), in
relationship to others, and in relationship to
God. This is not to suggest that people must
tie up all of the threads of a long life neatly
in order to die a g o o d death, as if w e could
make dying orderly and controllable. Rather,
it is useful for care providers to be aware of
the many w a y s that people can be helped to
make peace with s o m e of the painful bag-

It is rare to meet a person w h o has no
regrets at the end of a life. Imperfect crea
tures invariably have memories of personal
failures and regret, hurt, and estrangement.
For s o m e people the burdens are too great to
address and are carried painfully to the
grave. S o m e lucky people, w h o have the
good fortune to recognize the reality of death
while they still have strength, can actively
seek forgiveness—from within, from an
other, from God—for mistakes made, for
wounds inflicted, for things left undone.
Those w h o are able to seek forgiveness may
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find that the path toward death b e c o m e s a
httle more bearable. Final confessional
prayers, especially when recited while the
dying person can still participate, can serve
as a powerful vehicle for acknowledging and
releasing areas of regret.
I remember a 27-year-old man named Sam
who lived with cystic fibrosis. In the middle of
the night, he called me, the hospital's rabbi, to
his bedside, to recite the Vidui, the final con
fessional prayer. The staff people were con
fused; medically speaking, there was no rea
son to believe that death was imminent. But
Sam insisted on saying the Vidui. With re
markable clarity and courage, he then picked
up the phone and called several estranged
loved ones around the country to say goodbye.
Still, his doctors didn't understand, until it
became clear that death, in fact, was coming.
The doctors wanted to try one more procedure.
Sam calmly explained that he was dying, but
he agreed to give the doctors three days to try
their treatment. After that, he insisted that they
promise to let him go. He told them he was
ready, that it was OK.

Saying Goodbye
It is particularly moving to work with
people w h o feel that nothing has been left
unsaid, even when death approaches. "I said
T love y o u ' every day." "I've said every
thing I need to say." These are lucky fami
lies.
B y contrast, many people leave important
things, especially loving words, unsaid until
endings are near. The ability to speak words
of love and appreciation at the end of life can
bring comfort and blessing to both the dying
person and the loved ones. It is an opportu
nity to acknowledge the strength of relation
ship, to share tears and love together as death
approaches. T h e final days of life are en
riched, and the precious words exchanged at
this time b e c o m e part of a legacy of love that
survivors can carry with them through their
lifetimes.
S o m e t i m e s people feel that saying good
bye will hasten the moment of death. This is
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almost never the case. If more time remains
after goodbyes have been said, that time is
likely to be richer and more loving. Time
lived in this way, even in the shadow of
death, can be a great blessing.
As a younger chaplain, I was rather dogmatic
on this point, certain that saying goodbye
could not hasten the moment of death. Yet
once I worked with a woman with advanced
metastatic cancer, who would not discuss her
illness and often talked with me about elabo
rate plans for travel in her future. The woman
had some psychiatric history, and so I heard
some of these musings as pathological denial.
One day, the woman began to talk about her
cancer. It was a wonderful session. When I
said goodbye, the woman said to me, "So I
won't see you again, right?" At that time, there
was no medical reason to believe that death
was imminent. I thought this was her pathol
ogy talking. As one might reassure a child, I
told her that, although life and death were in
God's hands, I would see her again on my
regular visit, two weeks later. The woman
knew something that I didn't know. She died
two days after this visit.
Did she die, after all, because she finally
spoke the dreaded word "cancer?" Or was she
able, at last, to speak of her illness because on
some level she knew that death was near? Did
saying goodbye somehow hasten her death?
Perhaps some people know that they dare
not speak the word "cancer" or say goodbye
because doing so will rob them of their abil
ity to fight for life. But in the vast majority of
situations, encouraging people to say good
bye brings more richness, blessing, and love
to the final days of hfe.
Plans
Not everyone wants to have anything to
do with planning his or her own funeral. Yet
for those who wish to be involved, the pro
cess can become a way to exert control while
they still can, as well as relieving those left
behind of the full burden of decision making
when death comes. Funerals that were
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planned by the dying person have an extraor
dinary richness, a palpable sense of the per
son's presence with the mourners. This can
be a remarkable gift to all.
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that everything is interconnected. This
means that the dying person is a part of all
that is. Thus, to recite the Shema at the end
of life is to affirm the everlasting connection
with all that w e leave behind.
So, too, the Jewish funeral liturgy offers

Leaving a L e g a c y

the prayer, ''Tehei nishmato tserura
In addition to material preparations (to
distribute personal property and to ensure
care for children through financial arrange
ments), people long to know that their legacy
will continue after their death. For some peo
ple, writing an ethical will or a letter to
children (or friends or community members)
or making a videotape of reflections on their
life and commitments can satisfy a profound
need to bequeath their beliefs, values, and
memories to loved ones in tangible form.
The process of creating such a document is
always an enormous aid to the dying person
in summing up the essence of his or her life.
It is a wonderful trigger for loving conver
sations about values and relationships, and it
remains as a treasured gift in the lives of
loved ones after death has c o m e .

Connection
I have often been called to the bedside of
a dying person w h o confessed that he or she
had long been estranged from Jewish ritual,
as a preface to the request that I facilitate the
recitation of final confessional prayers. I
have often observed that, as the time of death
approaches, there is a palpable need to "do
things right," to do in these moments what
their forbears had done for generations, even
millennia, before them. H o w e v e r estranged
and disaffected a family may have been from
Jewish life, at this time, the need for connec
tion is powerful.

bits'ror

hachayim" (May the soul [of the deceased]
be bound up in the bond of etemal life). This
prayer, also traditionally engraved into every
Jewish tombstone, expresses the yearning of
the dying person and surviving loved ones to
be connected to one another, even after the
body is gone.

Cultivating Moments of Acceptance
As w e all know, dying is rarely beautiful.
Most people straggle against death's ap
proach and find this time unspeakably pain
ful. Although miraculous moments of trans
formation do occasionally unfold, people
generally die the w a y they lived. It is unre
alistic, and profoundly disrespectful, to e x 
pect people to face the challenges of death in
the way that w e judge to be healthy, enlight
ened, or wise.
Yet sometimes, there are moments of
a w e s o m e beauty, times when it seems that
everything will be OK. The dying person
may s e e m to feel cared for, that life is just as
it should be, that loved ones are precious. It
takes a person unafraid of death to share such
moments with a dying person, to listen qui
etly and reverently as a person speaks the
trath of his or her experience at this sacred
time.

SPIRITUALITY FOR HOSPICE
PROVIDERS

This may well be w h y the prayer that
Jews are to recite when the moment of death
draws near is the Shema {Shema Yisra'el

What about those w h o provide care to
dying people and their loved ones every day?
What of their spiritual needs?

Adonai Eloheinu Adonai Echad; Hear O Is

When caring for the dying, caregivers find
themselves at the mysterious nexus between
life and death. N o matter h o w familiar these
encounters become, they are still cause for
deep reflection on living and dying. These
moments touch personal losses and remind

rael, the Lord our God, the Lord is One).
Experientially, as the best known of Jewish
prayers, reciting the Shema is an affirmation
of connection to community. On a deeper
level, too, the Shema affirms that all is o n e .
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caregivers of their own mortality and vulner
ability. They can bring them into painful
confrontation with the raw face of injustice
when a death is untimely or, in their judg
ment, preventable. Perhaps most of all, they
are reminders of their o w n powerlessness in
the face of life and death.

A t t i t u d e s t o w a r d Death
Standing again and again at the bedsides
of dying people cannot help but touch o n e ' s
deepest beliefs about life and loss, about
one's sense of meaning, the need to serve,
and o n e ' s place in the scheme of life. Most
especially, hospice providers and caregivers,
whether consciously or not, bring to the bed
side their o w n attitudes toward death and
dying. Surely, hospice care providers selfselect as people w h o are w i l l i n g — e v e n
drawn—to regularly enter the territory of
death. Yet, their familial and religious back
grounds, as well as their temperaments and
experiences, have invariably imprinted on
them particular attitudes about death and dy
ing. T o the extent that they are conscious of
these beliefs and attitudes, they can be mind
ful when they encounter a situation that chal
lenges their beliefs, so they do not impose
their personal attitudes on the people they
serve.
There are at least three distinct v i e w s of
death that are c o m m o n among Jews working
as hospice providers or caregivers. Although
this is but a schematic of the c o m p l e x range
of possibilities, it may be useful to name
these three basic attitudes as a tool to help
end-of-life care providers consider what at
titudes shape their o w n work with the dying.

Death as the Enemy
For many Americans and a large percent
age of medical professionals, death is an
adversary to be defeated at all costs. Accord
ing to this v i e w , to fight valiantly to the end,
regardless of circumstances, is a mark of
strength and courage. Death, when it finally
c o m e s , is v i e w e d as a kind of defeat or
capitulation.
The work of hospice providers and care
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givers is generally a refutation of this pre
dominant view. Y e t it is still important to ask
oneself: D e e p inside, is there a place where
the consciously rejected feeling resides? Are
there certain patients or family situations that
activate that corner of o n e ' s being where
death is intolerable, igniting a desperate need
to s o m e h o w make everything all right?

Death as a Part of Life
Arguably, the v i e w of death best repre
sented in classical Jewish and Christian
sources is that death is a part of life, a part of
God's creation. T h e Bible is rich with texts
that cultivate the awareness of mortality as a
part of the divine plan for all of creation.
Death is as predictable a part of living as
being born and growing, a necessary end to a
life well lived. Sources that cultivate this
perspective emphasize God's role as Creator
and the immenseness of God and the uni
verse in contrast to the short span of human
life. There is s o m e comfort in this perspec
tive: This is the w a y life is supposed to be:
full, rich, and finite.
Consider, for example, the classic statement
from Psalm 90 (Siddur Sim Shalom, Rabbini
cal Assembly):
"Your sleep [O God] engulfs all mortals.
They flourish for a day, like grass.
In the morning it sprouts afresh;
by nightfall it fades and withers . . .
Three score and ten our years may number,
four score years if granted the vigor.. . .
Teach us to use all of our days,
that we may attain a heart of wisdom. . . ."
Or consider the midrash from Kohelet
Rabbah (7:4). It reflects on the puzzling
verse, Ecclesiastes 7:1: "A g o o d name is
better than fine oil; the day of death is better
than the day o f birth." What might this
mean? Birth is a time of j o y , promise, and
awareness of miracles. Death is a time of
grief, confusion, and bitterness. T h e m i drashic author reverses our usual understand
ing, using the metaphor of a ship's journey.
Most people, he says, celebrate w h e n a boat
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sets off to sea and offer no acknowledgment
when the boat returns home safely. "When a
ship sets out from harbor," says the midrashist, "one never knows what storms it may
encounter, what obstacles may impede its
journey. It is when the ship returns safely
and successfully at the end of the journey
that one does well to celebrate. S o , too, it is
at the end of life's journey, when one knows
that life has been well lived, that is the time
for satisfaction, for peace, even for celebra
tion."
This midrash embodies the countercultural w i s d o m that the essence of life can be
known most fully at its end rather than at its
start; in fact, life's finiteness is a part of its
beauty.
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very clear, and said, "You know, people have
been doing this for a long time." Even as he
came close to death, he was able for a moment
to see himself as part of the whole circle of
humanity, indeed, the whole circle of creation.

Death as a Teacher
It seems that there are lessons that are best
leamed when one is in close contact with the
reality of death. W h e n there is no choice but
to recognize that life is finite, that everyone
will eventually die, people are often cata
pulted into an intense experience of the preciousness of life. Thus, death can be v i e w e d
as a teacher about the fragility of life and its
beauty, about the deep importance of loved
ones and of treasured values, and that loss

I remember David, a man who was 45 when I
first met him, as it tumed out, just months
before the end of his life. David was a physi
cally beautiful man who had known much
professional success, traveled around the
world, had a large circle of loving friends and
family, and had deep connections in two reli
gious communities. He had lost a life partner
and many, many friends to AIDS, and now he
was dying. "I have done everything I wanted
to do," he told me, having moved past a time
of anger at the disease. Neither was he afraid
of death, having seen death's face so many
times and having a profound spiritual life that
he tmsted would help him face his own. What
he was afraid of was the "dying part," he said,
feeling that the hardest part would be the un
predictable, uncontrollable ups and downs of
the disease process.

sometimes brings blessing in its wake. Death
is a teacher about God's presence in the
world, about human goodness and compas
sion and love. Death is a teacher about cour
age and hope and faith, about believing in
that which is unseen, about moving through
the valley of the shadow until light is visible
again.
At a weekend workshop on death and
dying, participants were given the stunning
assignment to pay attention to whether their
bodies slipped into sleep on the in-breath or
the out-breath and then to notice again in the
morning whether they awakened on the inbreath or the out-breath. This w a s a breath
taking practice of the mindfulness of the
breath of life and of the delicate boundary
that separates life from death.
Jewish tradition has its o w n daily death

There were, in fact, many twists and turns,
times of horror, and times of beauty as his
body grew weaker and as his loved ones
wrapped David in love. Even in hard times, he
loved the fact that he could stay in his own
home, in his own room; for moments at a time,
he could savor the fire crackling in his fire
place, listen to the sound of the rain, treasure
the stillness of this place that was his home.
One day, shortly before he died, David was
moving in and out of consciousness as we
visited. He opened his eyes for a moment, got
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awareness practices, rituals that specifically
direct attention to the finite nature of life. For
example, traditional Jews recite the Shema
every night before going to sleep. This is the
same prayer that Jews recite just

before

death, and this is surely no coincidence. In
instituting this practice, the Rabbis almost
certainly intended to have Jews treat the pro
cess of going to bed each night as a daily
rehearsal for the final moments of life. Each
night, one relinquishes conscious

control

over his or her life, placing one's life in the
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hands of God, as all will someday do in life's
final moments.
Then, upon first awakening in the mom
ing, traditional Jews recite the Modeh Ani
prayer, helping them begin each moming
with the awareness that the soul that was
placed in God's care the previous night has
been retumed once again in the morning.
These prayers, recited daily over a lifetime,
offer the chance to cultivate the capacity to
tolerate the reality of death and to embrace
death's teachings about the preciousness and
fragility of life every day of our hves.

J E W I S H P R I N C I P L E S OF C A R E FOR
THE DYING
What kind of spiritual wisdom can inform
and animate the work of caregivers and hos
pice providers, helping them address the pain
and longings of the dying? What spiritual
teachings can be drawn upon to sustain them
as they encounter loss again and again, in
their work and their lives? The following are
principles of care for the dying within the
Jewish tradition to which hospice providers
may turn.
Affirmation of Tselem Elohim
(Image of God)
Entering the room of a dying person, one
encounters a person who was created in the
image of the divine. This is tme no matter
how long one has left to live, no matter how
righteous or full of regret one's life has been.
No matter how the body is working, no mat
ter how much time remains until the moment
of death, this person embodies the spark of
the divine. The care provider's primary task
is to see beyond illness, prognosis, despera
tion, and denial to the essence of this human
being.
Refu'at

Hanefesh/Bealing

of Spirit

The heating of spirit—that is to say, the
healing of a person's essence—is possible
until the last breath is drawn and released.
Not infrequentiy, the final stage of life offers
the possibility of healing of relationships, of
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guilt and regret, of isolation, of lifelong emo
tional or spiritual pain, precisely when heal
ing of the body is no longer a possibility.
Jewish communities continue to offer the
Mi Shebeirach prayer for healing even when
it appears that a healing of body is not pos
sible. Many kinds of healing can still unfold.
The prayer asks God to bring the most per
fect heating possible to this person.
Refa'ela was 53 when we met, as ovarian
cancer ravaged her body. She told me that she
had been a classic "type A" before cancer
came into her Ufe, a high-powered lawyer with
little time for her family and friends, much less
her spiritual life. It was hard to imagine this
exquisite, gentle, open-hearted woman that
way. But it was clear that sometime during her
valiant battie with a terrible cancer, she had
developed an extraordinary gift for gratitude.
She found herself taking pleasure in the small
blessings of her life. She loved the sunshine
and the rain; she loved working in her garden.
She savored the taste and smell of food, know
ing that someday her bowel would become
blocked and she would be unable to eat. Later,
when she was only able to take nutrition
through her IV line, she asked me what would
be the bracha (blessing) to recite over the
nutrients delivered through it, this strange and
terrible new food that, she knew, sustained her
life.
In her last two years of life, Refa'ela set out
to heal her relationship with Judaism, after
many years of anger and distance. Shortly
before her death, she celebrated an adult Bat
Mitzvah, together with her 20-year-old daugh
ter. It was an extraordinary Shabbat moming,
full of love and joy and pain.

Teshuvah —
Repentance/Turning/Atonement
Rabbi Eliezer, a talmudic scholar, taught
his students, "Repent (do teshuvah) tiie day
before you die" {Shabbat 1 5 3 a ) . This teach
ing, of course, is directed to those who be
lieve that they have years to live, as it en
courages all to live their lives in such a way
that they will be ready when death comes.
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This teaching is also a poignant promise to
those for w h o m death is imminent. The sto
ries of a lifetime cannot be rewritten; not all
mistakes can be remedied. But the heartfelt
intention to repent can cast a person's past
wrongdoings in a different light; brief words
of apology from the heart can transform
memories.

Hopefulness
A n attitude of hopefulness is possible
even in the darkest times. Even when death
is fast approaching, hospice workers can re
mind themselves that they do not know what
will happen next and that perhaps s o m e relief
may yet come. They can silently offer a
prayer or a hope for a day freer of pain, for
a beautiful visit with a loved one, or for the
peace and relief that death will bring. While
caregivers witness the pain that people feel at
the end of life, they may also embody the
conviction that as long as there is life, there
is hope.

Tommy was 12 years old when we met, but he
seemed more like 9. Many years of cancer
treatment and hospitalization had affected his
growth, and he seemed like a sweet little boy,
though he brought remarkable maturity and
grace to his dying process. Tommy's mother
had always wanted nothing more than a loving
family with lots of children. She had lost two
other children, and her marriage had ended in
a terrible way. The pain of watching Tommy's
decline was unbearable, and yet she often
knew just what to do.
When Hanukkah approached. Tommy
asked for a new bike. Tommy's mother knew
that it was unlikely that her son would live to
see the spring when he could ride it, but she
bought that bike for her little boy, supporting
him in living with hope. Later, the Make-AWish Foundation made it possible for Tommy
and his mother to travel to Disneyland. When
death was near. Tommy's mom made a big
party for her son. Faced with the possibility
that she would see all her loved ones together
only at her son's funeral, she decided instead
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to create a huge, joyous celebration of Tom
my's life while there was still time.
Community
Inevitably, people die alone, in their bod
ies, on their o w n solitary journeys. The pres
ence of care providers at the bedside of the
dying communicates that they are not alone
in their suffering, that there are people w h o
care about their pain and their fear. Human
presence is the very best gift that can be
offered at such times, giving the dying per
son a taste of human caring that is stronger
than death.

A p p r e c i a t i o n of E v e r y d a y M i r a c l e s
Quite often, the reality of the nearness of
death naturally awakens a powerful appreci
ation of the wonder of being alive. It s e e m s
that humans are built in such a way that they
most value that which they know is hnite.
Perhaps this is w h y dying people and their
loved ones frequently grow dramatically in
their level of awareness of the "miracles that
are with us, m o m i n g , noon and night, as one
beloved Jewish prayer, the Amidah, puts it.
Caregivers can serve as witnesses to this
newfound wonder, helping a dying person
claim his or her gratitude more fully.

I remember a woman named Michelle, who
suffered from several degenerative chronic ill
nesses, including a serious lung disease that
had repeatedly threatened to take her life.
Michelle told me that she had lived most of her
life primarily concemed with externals—with
beauty, wealth, and social status. With her
illness, new awareness had been birthed in her.
She would awaken each morning grateful to
find herself alive and breathing, for the feel of
the sunshine coming through her window, for
a day when she had the strength to shower.
Knowing that she could die any night in her
sleep, she began to live each day as if it were
her last, seeking to resolve any conflicts with
loved ones on the day they occurred, lest this
be her last opportunity to do so. Michelle
began to notice that she was no longer alone.
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People wanted to be near her, blessed by the
grateful awareness that now filled her life.
Afterlife
A s has often been observed, the contem
porary Jewish community is impoverished
by a weak belief in the afterlife. This is
emphatically not because Jewish tradition
has litde to say on the matter. In fact, Jewish
civilization has produced a wide array of
evocative images of what w e may experience
after w e die. The atrophy of these beliefs
among non-Orthodox Jews is particularly
tragic because a strong belief in the afterlife
is a tremendous source of hope and comfort
for those facing death and their loved ones.
Simply assuring Jewish families that Jewish
tradition emphatically affirms the continuity
of life after death can be a great service.
The dying person can be encouraged to
share what he or she believes about what
happens to us after w e die or whether he or
she has ever had an experience of contact
with s o m e o n e w h o had died. Because several
different versions of Jewish afterhfe belief
have been offered through the ages, almost
any image that a person believes in can be
located in Jewish teaching. Learning that
one's o w n tradition affirms the ongoing life
of the spirit can be a great source of comfort.
E N C O U N T E R S WITH D E A T H
Care of the dying is profoundly demand
ing work. It draws heavily on one's capacity
for compassion. It requires courage and w i s 
dom, generosity and clarity. It involves a
complex dance of giving and limit-setting,
opening the heart and clearing boundaries.
Most of all, those w h o care for the dying
regularly c o m e face to face with their o w n
mortality.
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Yet, this work also offers great gifts. H o s 
pice providers and caregivers witness much
holiness and beauty, participating in the most
sacred and intimate moments of others'
lives. In this work, one regularly observes
extraordinary acts of love and devotion,
trust, and courage. One's days are filled with
awe.
Encounters with death sometimes teach
things that could not be leamed in any other
way. Death can be a lesson about h o w fragile
and precious life is, about h o w important it is
to make the most of every day. Sitting in the
presence of death, one may paradoxically
find beauty in the process of living and dy
ing, discovering s o m e measure of tmst and
acceptance in the way in which life unfolds.
A close friend of mine once had the terrifying
experience of facing a terminal diagnosis. Dur
ing a long period of time when multiple tests
were being conducted and interpreted, she sat
with the possibility that her life would be cut
short. Then miraculously, the dire diagnosis
was ruled out. She still had many health chal
lenges ahead of her, but she knew that she
would live. She told me that she had been
given the double blessing of receiving the clar
ity and wisdom that encounters with death
often provide and the time to weave these
lessons into her life.
Hospice providers and caregivers have
the extraordinary privilege of stepping into
the territory of dying with their o w n health
still intact. They can leam what death has to
teach and take these lessons forward for
many years of healthy living. They can con
tinue to serve others in times of great need,
and can w e a v e the blessings of a w e and
w i s d o m that death bequeaths into their o w n
lives.
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